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Path Planning of mobile robots is one of the essential tasks in robotic research
and studies with intelligent technologies. It helps in determining the path from a
source to the destination. It has extended its roots from classic approaches to further
improvements over time, such as evolutionary approaches. Ant Colony Optimization
(ACO) and Genetic algorithm are well known evolutionary approaches in effective
path planning. This research work focuses on the Max-Min Ant System (MMAS) de-
rived from the ACO evolutionary approach of Ant System (AS) and Improved Genetic
Algorithm (IGA) which is efficient over the classical Genetic Algorithm. In-order to
study robot path planning two methods are combined in this research work combining
MMAS and IGA as two-hybrid methods MMAS-IGA and IGA-MMAS . The results
of the two-hybrid methods will be deriving the near optimal solution, demonstrated
in the experimental study of this work. Grid maps are used for simulating the robot
path planning environment which is modeled using the grid method. Genetic opera-
tors of IGA are combined with MMAS for the enhancement of the overall result of the
methods IGA-MMAS and MMAS-IGA. The effectiveness of these two methods will
be determined in the simulation modeled using MATLAB environment. The experi-
mental results of these methods are done in a static environment, and the results of
MMAS-IGA and IGA-MMAS are compared to the path planning method GA-ACO.
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Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a branch of computer science where machines are trained
and engineered to mimic the human decisive and reactive functions without human
intervention. With the advancement of computer science and technology, a wider
area of research has opened in the area of robotics. Mobile robots have become an
integral part of the growth and area of focus in the combination of AI and robotics.
Mobile robots have received a wider recognition as a part of robotics in the aca-
demic channel around the world. A mobile robot is an automatic machine which
has the capability to move around in the environment [37]. Autonomous mobile
robots can navigate an uncontrolled environment without the necessity of physical or
electro-mechanical guidance. The aim of mobile robot path planning problem is to
make robots independently move from the source point to the destination point in
their work environment while satisfying certain constraints. The constraints consid-
ered in path planing are not a collision with known and unknown obstacles, as far
as possible away from the obstacle, with the shortest path, the shortest time, robot-
consuming energy minimization and so on [16] are focused. Robot path planning has
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its applications into various areas of industrial robotics, rescue bots, drug, automated
parking systems, drug design, and automated surveillance, etc.
Path planning of a mobile robot is to determine a collision-free path from a starting
point to a destination point optimizing a performance criterion such as distance, time,
or energy [35]. Robot navigation is important in path planning as it involves the
mobility of a robot. Robot navigation can be defined as the ability of the robot to
determine its position in reference to its frame and planning the path safely from a
source to destination.
Figure 1.1: Building blocks of mobile robot navigation[35]
We can depict from the Figure 1.1 above robot navigation requires the environment
perception, localization and map building towards the direction the robot is heading,
path planning in the environment from a source to destination and motion control to
deduce the possibilities of the movement. Many researchers have developed several
algorithms to solve the path planning problem[5][27].
1.2 Thesis Motivation
Over time, various ACO variants have been proposed to find near-optimal solution
in robot path planning. It has been a challenging area to work on different methods
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to find the near-optimal outcome. There are various effecting factors such as, the
complexity of the environment in which the source and goal are configured for robot
navigation, parameters incorporated in achieving an efficient result affect the path
planning problem in finding the near optimal path. Max-Min Ant System (MMAS)
an evolutionary approach, which is a variant of Ant Colony Optimization is used to
solve the path planning problem. MMAS was first introduced by Thomas Stutzle
in the year 2000[39]. The genetic algorithm (GA) is another evolutionary approach
which is inspired by natural selection. The theory of genetic algorithms (GAs) was
originally developed by John Holland in 1960 and was fully developed in his book
” Adaptation in Natural and Artificial Systems,” published in 1975[21]. GA has
come into the world in the early 1970s with the work of John Holland[4] and also are
commonly used in finding solutions to search and optimization problems, and many
improved methods were proposed over the traditional GA approach.
MMAS was popular in path planning as the best performing algorithm in solving
Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) represented in topological maps[36] [39]. MMAS
has stood best known in solving TSP, which is a benchmark problem for meta-heuristic
algorithms and was also applied on grid maps for path planning. Later, the MMAS
algorithm was combined with other methods such as D*[20] and A*[28], which im-
proved the results by reducing the number of iterations in finding a collision-free
path. GA has been proposed with modifications to improve the generation results.
Improved genetic algorithm (IGA) is one of the modified methods of GA, which has
demonstrated an improved path results in path planning. This gave me the motiva-
tion to work on the idea of combining the two approaches MMAS and IGA. The path
length and time taken in path planning are shown at the end of the experiments.
Combining these two approaches can benefit the improvement of the path length.
Previously, a combination of the GA-ACO was proposed and had results of better
path length when compared to GA and ACO individually. This further motivated
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me to study the results of the two-hybrid methods, MMAS-IGA, IGA-MMAS, and
compare their results in different sizes of grids.
1.3 Problem statement
This thesis work is focused on studying the robot path planning using the two-hybrid
algorithms MMAS-IGA, IGA-MMAS and their results. In this research grid mod-
elling is used to represent the environment with grid maps. The source grid and the
destination grid are selected after the grid simulation. The obstacles in the grid are
placed randomly after the selection of the source and destination grid. The position
of the obstacles represented in the map is maintained static through the grid map.
Different Grid maps of sizes 10*10, 15*15, 20*20, and 40*40 are modeled as static
environments. The results of this thesis work are then compared to GA-ACO. The
comparison experiments are conducted on similar maps in MATLAB environment,
which is to compare with the results of the two-hybrid methods. The path length and
time taken are considered in results to find the near optimal path in the two methods.
1.4 Thesis Organization
In Chapter 2, the key concepts of path planning and related approaches are explained.
A background study of the various approaches in robot path planning is discussed
along with their variants. Ant colony optimization and its variant Max-Min Ant Sys-
tem are reviewed. IGA approach used in this work which is a Genetic algorithm, is
discussed and the operators will be explained and is presented with its modifications.
In Chapter 3, The environment modeling with the grid method is described, and the
methods MMAS and IGA are explained individually. The introduction of the hybrid
methods of IGA-MMAS and MMAS-IGA and their differences are discussed.
In Chapter 4, The simulation environments are discussed in brief. Several experi-
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ments are conducted with a MATLAB development environment to evaluate the per-
formance of the hybrid algorithms IGA-MMAS and MMAS-IGA. The performance
results are compared with the ACA-GA algorithm in different grid environments. A
brief discussion is mentioned in the obtained performance results.
Chapter 5 concludes and summarizes the entire thesis work, explaining the conclusion
obtained through simulated experiments. The possible scope of the future work of




In this chapter, a simultaneous study of the basic key concepts of robotic path plan-
ning, along with the various approaches, will be discussed. Main focus would be
on the two evolutionary approaches of Max-Min Ant System Algorithm(MMAS) a
variant of Ant Colony Optimization(ACO) and Improved Genetic Algorithm(IGA),
which are focused for this research study.
2.1 Mobile Robot path planning
This research work is about mobile robot path planning, which is used in various
industrial applications in various fields. In order to provide and achieve a collision-
free path, avoiding obstacles is one of the requirements in path planning.Distance is
the key adaptation, for optimization along with the criteria of time and energy, in
finding a collision-free path from source to destination point[35].
2.1.1 Off-line Vs On-line Path Planning
Path Planning is classified into two types off-line and on-line path planning based
upon the information known of an environment. The environment in which there is
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no complete awareness of the obstacles neither static nor moving, and the sensors are
utilized to identify and progress by the mobile robot is called an on-line or local path
planning. Whereas, the complete awareness of the static obstacles and the trajectory
of the moving obstacles is known in advance by the mobile robots to navigate off-line,
also called as global path planning. On-Line and off-line path planning have two
categories of approaches each, classified as classic and evolutionary approaches.
Various approaches of off-line path planning are used in automated guided vehicles
in a plant, operating during maintenance, etc., where the environment does not vary
at all[35]. Some of the classic approaches are
• Configuration space [29]: This approach is based on characterizing the posi-
tion and orientation of an object as a single point in a configuration space also
called c-space[29]. The problem is reduced in this approach to 2-dimensional
for mobile robot path planning. Coordinate represents a degree of freedom in
the position or orientation of the object. Each obstacle is enlarged in-order
to co-ordinate with the point reduction of the robot and then a configuration
space is constructed. Some of the basic shapes such as a predefined convex
polygon are used in construction to describe the environment and the robot.
A connected graph represents the c-space, and path planning is performed on
the graph. This method has its own drawback of not necessarily deducing the
shortest path as the obstacles directly impact the complexity of the method.
• The cell decomposition[3]:This approach proceeds by computing the config-
uration space (c-space) of the mobile robot. The resulting space is decomposed
into a cell for searching the route through the free cells in the graph. A graph
is overlaid on the c-space using different methods. Gird method is one of the
popular cell decomposition approaches[7]. The crucial part is to determine the
size of the grid to represent the environment, and the grid size is directly pro-
portionate to its accuracy. Smaller the size of the grid higher the exponential
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value of the search space[18]. Grid method will be used in the environment
modeling of my research work, which will be explained in detail in the next
chapter.
classical approaches might not be reliable in the real-world applications due to
their inability to confront with the dynamic, and unpredictable nature of complex
environments. Moreover, classical approaches need a higher amount of computation
and memory while evolutionary methods can overcome the real-world problems using
some modifications[2]. Also, classic approaches can be non-beneficial in finding the
global optima when get stalled with the local optima. Some of the off-line evolutionary
approaches are
• Ant Colony Optimization(ACO)[12]: The approach of ant colony optimiza-
tion is inspired by the natural food-seeking nature of the ants. This method
follows the same approach as ants in finding the shortest path to a food source.
This method is one of the two approaches used in this thesis work and will be
further explained in the next chapters.
• Genetic Algorithm(GA)[22]: Genetic algorithm is inspired by the natural
selection process belonging to the evolutionary algorithms. This approach is
widely used in generating solutions in constraint-based and non-constraint based
optimization and search problems. This approach works relying on its bio-
inspired operations selection, crossover, and mutation, and the genetic algorithm
was introduced in 1960 and came into light in late70’s[22]. This approach will
be explained in detail further in the following sections.
• Simulated Annealing(SA)[32]: Simulated annealing, a heuristic random
search method resembles the cooling process of molten metals through anneal-
ing. This method is employed to determine a collision-free path in a static
9
polygonal obstacle configuration space setting[30]. Further, an approach is im-
plemented based upon the SA algorithm for dynamic environments which uses
vertices of the static and dynamic obstacles as search space to find the optimal
path with SA[32].
On-line path planning had caught the eye of researchers in recent times since when
the autonomous robot navigation came into focus[31]. The autonomous mobile robots
should be capable of functioning in dynamic environments such as applications in
environments like planet exploration, reconnaissance robots, etc[19]. In recent times,
Evolutionary approaches have been put in use as much as the utilization of the classic
approaches. Some of the classic approaches in on-line path planning are
• Artificial Potential Field(APF)[23]: This approach works on the configu-
ration space treating the robot as a point which navigates as per the attraction
and repulsion created in the environment. In this approach, the obstacles are
assumed, generating repulsive forces and the target or the goal generates at-
tractive forces under the influence of the APF. This approach is known for its
simplicity of mathematical elegance as the path is found in a simpler way of
robot navigating with the effect of these forces. One major drawback of this
approach was the robot can reach a stagnation point where the repulsive and
attractive forces might cancel each other with equal magnitudes.
• Dynamic windows[6]:Dynamic window approach is an obstacle avoidance
method, that considers the kinematic constraints such as the linear and angu-
lar velocities of the robot. These constraints are considered by searching the
velocity space with obstacles of the robot directly, and the next instant velocity
is optimized subject to vehicle dynamics.
The computation time is an important aspect when it comes to the application
of on-line path planning algorithms. Given the classic approaches, it hard to achieve
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a very fast time due to the incomplete information of the environments. Hence, the
classic approaches are combined with the evolutionary approaches such as GA, ACO,
etc. to overcome the drawbacks. some of the on-line path planning evolutionary
approaches are
• Evolutionary Artificial Potential Field(EAPF): As explained above the
drawback of APF, that it stagnates the robot is overcome in this evolutionary
approach by introducing another approach at the stagnation. In EAPF, the
classic approach of APF is combined with functions of the genetic algorithm.
An algorithm named escape-force is introduced to recover from trap[35].
• Artificial Potential Field(APF) with Ant Colony Optimization(ACO):
In this method APF guides the local route fro the robot after the ACO finds
the global path for the navigation for the dynamic environments.
2.1.2 Static vs Dynamic Environment
In the above descriptions, both the classic and evolutionary approaches emphasize
on two different environments. The environment has a prominent impact on path
planning. There are two types of environments in use, static and dynamic. An
environment in which the relative position of everything is the same except the robot
to navigate is called static environment. On the other hand, a dynamic environment
is where the configuration or the relative position of the other objects present in the
environment of the robot changes with time. In this thesis work, static environment
for the robot navigation is represented in a map to plan the path where the obstacles
are static in the map while the robot navigates.
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2.1.3 Grid Modelling
Robot path planning involves the planning of the path to destination from a source
and also remembering the robots position in the given environment. In-order to
navigate, for a robot or any mobility device the environment has to be represented
and the robot should have the ability to interpret it. This thesis work used grid
representation. As mentioned above in the classic approaches, the grid method is
used in modeling the representative environment[1]. The grid cells are numbered in
series and are evenly spaced over the environment. Grid cells are numbered from
bottom left to the top right corner and will be consisting of two states
Figure 2.1: Grid Map
• free, if the Grid cell is unoccupied
• occupied, if there is an obstacle in the space
The representation of the grid map in Figure 2.1 represents, the dark-colored
12
numbered grid cells as occupied with obstacles, and the white color numbered grids
are free.
2.2 Introduction for Ant Colony Optimization(ACO)
In 1992 Marco Dorigo introduced and proposed Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) for
the first time through his Ph.D. thesis[10]. It was inspired by the natural ant colony
behavioral. The food-seeking behavior of the ants in a colony is the base function
of this algorithm and is said to be a metaheuristic. In real-world ants are social
insects and are simple in nature when we focus a single ant behavior. It is mentioned
in Dorigo’s research, multiple ants can altogether co-operate and accomplish multi-
complex tasks together forming a social group, and the group could be as simple as
ten multiple ants.
Foraging the food, the ants search initially wandering around randomly exploring
the area around their nests first. This could be led by ants choosing individual paths
different from one another due to their random behavior. When an ant successfully
locates the food source, it carries the food of its capability back to its nest. The
interesting fact here is the ant travels back in the same path it traveled to reach
the food source, and there is a remembrance to it. This could be explained by the
biological researchers, that ants leave a chemical trail called pheromone when they
lead a path between the nest and the food source. Real ants are capable of finding
the shortest path from a food source to their nest [4],[17] without using visual cues
by exploiting pheromone information. The length of the path affects the pheromone
quantity, and the pheromone quantity may vary as per the quality, and the quantity
of food carried. This accelerates the chances of choosing the same path with denser
pheromone by the other ants to reach the food source. This path could be the
better path with higher pheromone, and the pheromone can get denser(stronger) by
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aggregating more pheromones by the remaining ants following it. This scenario in
ants is presented by Dorigo in his research[10] as represented in Figure 2.2
Figure 2.2: Path planning ant behavioral illustration[14]
In Figure 2.2, the above-discussed scenario of ant group behavior in path planning
is demonstrated in the research work by Dorigo[14]. In Figure 2.2, A denotes the ant
nest, E denotes the food source and both are connected by a path, which is the
environment to be explored by the ants in Figure 2.2(a). Then an obstacle is placed
at an uneven position cutting off the path from nest A to food source E. The obstacle
with longer end is H and the shorter side of the obstacle is denoted by C. The ants
moving from A to E now have an option to choose, whether to turn left (H) or to turn
right (C) at the point of obstacle B. Also, there are no pheromones deposited yet on
BH, BC, DH and DC as shown in Figure 2.2(b). The ants then take the path BHD
and BCD randomly. As the path length BCD is shorter than the length of BHD the
ants leaving from BCD arrive the food source E first and then returns D leaving a
pheromone trail and heads to the nest through DCB. The pheromone deposited on
the path BC and DC grow stronger as more ants follow the pheromone following the
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shorter length. As the ants keep depositing pheromone the increase in concentration
on ABC grows than that of ABH and eventually leads all the ants taking the path
ACE as shown at the end of Figure 2.2(c)
Figure 2.3: Path planning ant behavioral graph model[14]
The above Figure 2.3, is the graph model of the concluded concept shown in Figure
2.2. The length of BH and HD are one each, and the length of BC and CD are 0.5
each. At every time slot of 1, 30 ants depart and the length of the path ABCDE is 1
and ABHDE is 2 (2 times ABCDE) with the assumption of AB, and DE values are
neglected. At time t = 0 there is no trail on the graph edges, so the ants choose to
turn right or left with equal probability. At time t = 1 the trail on the edgest BC
and CD are 30 and 30 respectively as the 30 number of ants that departed at t = 0
pass through the nodes edges already depositing the pheromone trail. Where as, the
trail at time t = 1 on the edges BH and DH is 15 and 15 as the length of the path is 2
times longer than that of path ABCDE. Hence the trail is stronger on the edges BC
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and CD, than on BH and DH; therefore, on an average ants prefer the path ABCDE
on which pheromone grows with time t.
2.2.1 ACO algorithms
Ant Colony Optimization(ACO) algorithms are introduced by Marco Dorigo and are
modeled as a metaheuristic. These are used to obtain good enough solutions in solving
hard combinatorial optimization problems (CO). ACO can be called as stochastic
search procedures. Even though many variants of ACO algorithms are proposed, the
pheromone model is the central component, which is used to sample search space
probabilistically. A metaheuristic is a general-purpose algorithmic framework that
can be applied with few modifications to various optimization problems.
ACO algorithms utilize simple agents ants; they iteratively construct the Combi-
natorial optimization problem candidate solution. These solutions are guided by the
artificial pheromone trails and problem-dependent heuristic information. ACO algo-
rithms can be applied to any combinatorial optimization problem by defining solution
components which the ants use to construct candidate solutions iteratively and on
which they may deposit pheromone[11]. A complete candidate solution is generated
by solutions constructed by an individual ant starting with an empty solution and
iteratively adding solutions. The point at which an ant has to decide the solution
component be added is called a choice point. At the end of the complete solution
construction, feedback is given on the solutions. Methodically, higher amounts of
pheromones are deposited on those which are frequently used in better solutions, as
they would be chosen more number of times through iterations due to the increasing
pheromone level.
To avoid search stagnation, all pheromone trails are decreased by a factor ρ. Before
the pheromone trails are reinforced the solutions are constructed. These solutions are
not guaranteed for being optimal and could be further improved with local search
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methods. The ants can be guiding the local search by constructing promising initial
solutions which were earlier contained in good local optima. Local search methods try
to find a better solution to the current solution in an agreeably defined neighborhood.
This search tries to find an improved solution searching in the neighborhood and if
found displaces the current solution and resumes the local search. In cases where an
improving solution cannot be found in the current solution neighborhood the search
ceases in a local optima resulting the best solution amongst the available in the
neighborhood of the current solution.
Figure 2.4: ACO Algorithm[38]
The above Figure 2.4 shows the algorithmic scheme for a ACO algorithm. It
has three main components. After the initiation of the pheromone trails and other
parameters the main loop is repeated until the termination condition is met. Within
the loop first, the ants construct feasible solutions, then the generated solutions are
possibly improved by applying a local search, and finally the pheromone trails are
updated.
Over decades, many variants of ACO algorithms[38],[39] have been proposed. The
main ACO algorithms will be briefly discussed below while the focus will be on the
Max-Min Ant system, which is one of the two methods used in this thesis work.
• Ant System
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Ant System (AS) was the first ACO algorithm proposed in later 1990’s[13]. In
this algorithm, all the ants(n) which have built solutions are allowed to deposit
their pheromones in each iteration. In the popular Travelling Salesman Problem
(TSP), let i and j denoting two cities the connecting path is the edge (i, j). The
pheromone on edge (i, j) is represented as τij, the pheromone on the edge i and
j is updated by




where, ρ is the evaporation rate, n is the number of ants, 4τ kij is the pheromone





if edge (i, j) is used by ant k in the tour
0, otherwise
(2.2)
where, Q is a constant, Lk is the length of the path in the current iteration by
ant k.
The pheromone on each edge will be updated by each ant using equation 2.1
and the ants would travel to the next edge. The pheromone values are updated
after the path construction.
• Ant colony System
Ant Colony System (ACS) was proposed by Dorigo in 1996[15] who proposed
the ant colony optimization for the first time through his Ph.D. in early 1992[10].
The major change in ACS from ant system is a local pheromone update was
added. This update is performed at each construction step unlike in AS which
updates at the end of construction of each path. This facilitates to decrease
the pheromone concentration on some edges which can reduce the probability
of ants producing identical paths in one iteration.
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• Max-Min Ant System Max-Min Ant System algorithm is discussed in the
following section in detail.
2.3 Max-Min Ant System Algorithm(MMAS)
Max-Min Ant system (MMAS) is one of the best variants of ACO and was proposed
in the year 2000[39]. This is improved over the base ant system and many other
modifications were made to improve the performance of the algorithm. Greedy search
was introduced to accelerate from stagnation. The key aspects in which max-min ant
system varies from ant colony optimization are
• The pheromone update τ is limited to updating by one ant in each iteration.
This could be the ant which found best for the current iteration(iteration-best)
or the best since the beginning (best-so-far or global best).
• Another improvement is limiting the pheromone values in a range on each so-
lution component [τmin, τmax][39];
• In order to achieve higher exploration solutions at the beginning, the pheromone
values are initialized to τmax
The pheromone update for the improvements over ACO in MMAS is modified
as
τij(t+ 1) = ρ.τij(t) +4τ bestij (2.3)
where, t is the iteration tracker, where the pheromone is updated after the
path construction (t + 1). 4τ bestij = 1f(Sbest) . f(S
best) denotes the cost of the
iteration best or global best solution. MMAS focuses on the iteration best(Sib)
solutions. The limits [τmin, τmax] help setting the pheromone limits in a range.
If pheromone value on an edge exceeds τmax the value will be set to τmax, this
avoids the premature convergence due to high values which can result in not
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being the best solution. Similarly, if the edge pheromone value is less than τmin,
the value will be set to τmin. MMAS has become one of the best variants of
ACO in use for solving path planning problems, which is applied in this research
work.
2.4 Overview of Genetic Algorithm(GA)
Genetic Algorithms(GA) came into light in the early 1970’s with the successful work
done by John Holland. He first introduced the concept of genetic algorithms in 1960
inspired by Darwin’s theory of evolution[42]. In simpler words using a genetic algo-
rithm to solve a problem, the solution is evolved. It is popular among the large class
of evolutionary algorithms, rapidly growing in computer science and is inspired by
the process of natural selection. Genetic algorithms in operation search and com-
puter science are meta-heuristic used to generate high-quality solutions in solving
optimization and search problems[33].
Genetic Algorithm due to its natural selection and evolutionary nature also has
various applications[43] in feature selection for machine learning[44], learning robot
behavior using genetic algorithms, recurrent neural networks[40], design of water
resource systems, groundwater monitoring networks, climatology: modelling global
temperature changes, design of anti-terrorism systems, aspects of natural language
processing (NLP) such as word sense disambiguation, etc.
A genetic algorithm is the process of finding a good enough optimal solution from
a large set of population. A population consist of individual candidate solutions to
the problem to be solved. Genetic Algorithm comprises of a skeleton including three
main components called genetic operator, which will be described in detail further
below. A genetic algorithm comprises of
• Initial population: The algorithm starts with a set of solutions which are
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represented by chromosomes, called population. A candidate solution is also
called as a chromosome in genetic algorithm. A new population is generated
from this population, which is expected to be better than the previous one.
A chromosome has to be represented with an encoding. Traditionally binary
encoding is used to represent the solutions by 0’s and 1’s. However, there are
other forms of encoding that could be used.
Figure 2.5: Example for Path Encoding
• Encoding: While solving robot path planning problems using GA binary en-
coding or floating-point encoding are not suitable. The grid method is used in
generating the environment with a series of grid numbers, and they are used
in encoding the path. The path here is represented with a series of numbers.
From the Figure 2.5, we can see that the path cannot pass through the obstacles,
which are represented with darker shaded grid cells, or there is no repetitive
traversing through the same grid cells. From the Figure 2.5, the path can be
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represented from source 1 to destination cell 100 with the serial number in the
grids as 1-11-21-31-42-53-64-74-84-94-95-96-97-98-99-100.
Amongst the initial population, there is a criterion which effects the process of
selection of the new population. It is guided by a function called fitness.
• Fitness: Fitness function helps in identifying the best fit chromosomes, main-
taining the stability of the algorithm. The initial population are evaluated by
fitness calculated. The main prominence of the fitness function is to filter the
best fit chromosomes of better length to be passed for further operations in







where, N is the number of grids in the chromosome and d is the length of
each chromosome. The fitness function can be designed in different ways in the
variants of GA.
• Genetic Operators: Genetic operations involve selection, crossover and mu-
tation.
Selection: It is crucial for the genetic algorithm, and the selection operator
selects the chromosomes which are parents to produce the off- springs. The
main function of the selection operator is to select the best parents, which can
produce quality off-springs to crossover. So, the selection should not lose better
chromosomes and filter them. Individuals with large fitness value (Short path
length) would have more chances of being selected for the next generations.
There are several selection methods which are used with GA.
– Rank Selection: In the rank selection method, the population is ranked.
The chromosomes receive fitness and then ranking is given. The least fit
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chromosomes will have the rank one followed by the best fit chromosomes.
The ranking would be from the worse fit chromosome as 1 to the best fit
chromosome as rank N (N is the number of chromosomes in population).
– Steady-State Selection: In genetic algorithm the generations and repro-
ductions replaces most of the population. But in steady-state method only
few of the population is replaced at once. The fitness of the population is
calculated only once and is stored until the next use where as only a few
(good chromosomes with high fitness) chromosomes are replaced killing
the lower fitness ones. The newly generated off-springs through genetic
operations and survive for the next generation.
– Roulette Wheel: In roulette wheel method as the name indicates, it
is related to the big roulette wheel representing the chromosomes with
chunks of portions occupied as per their fitness number. Better the fitness,
higher are the chances of the candidate(chromosome) parent to be selected
many times. Consider the example where we can relate this scenario with,
assume we have 3 individual paths with fitness values 2, 3, 5 respectively
in the population. Their probabilities would be [0.2, 0.3, 0.5], and their
cumulative probability would be [0.2, 0.5, 1]. Throwing the roulette ball
is related to generating a random number between 0 to 1. If the number
falls between [0-0.2], path 1 would be selected, if it falls between [0.2-0.5]
path, 2 will be selected, and if falls in the range [0.5-0.1] path 3 would be
selected. So the fitness value at its best has the benefit of staying in the
offspring generation. In this research, we use the roulette wheel selection.
• Crossover: As the name suggests, in crossover operation, the selected indi-
viduals from the selection operation are used. The operation intersects two
individuals (chromosomes) forming a new individuals (chromosomes) for the
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next generation. There are different types of crossovers that can be used de-
pending on the path type such as, single point crossover, double point crossover
and multi-point crossover. Depending on the GA varaint one or more number
of crossovers will be performed in the crossover operation. We consider single
point crossover here, and it can be explained for Figure 2.6
Figure 2.6: Example for path crossover
Let us consider two paths from a source grid 1 to destination grid 100. In Figure
2.6, the first path is 1-31-64-94-100 is represented with a black colored line and
second path is 1-12-42-64-84-95-100 is represented with an orange colored line.
These two paths have a single point crossover operation at the grid 64 which is
intermediate node, which is common in both the paths. The newly produced
off-springs after the single point crossover would be 1-31-64-84-95-100 and 1-12-
42-64-94-100, respectively.
• Mutation: Mutation operation holds the key to diversify the population.
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Given the diversity it maintains the generations diversified from one to the next.
As per the mutation probability considered in the method given a grid cell in
the path is replaced with a random possible grid cell. For instance, consider
the path 1-12-42-64-84-95-100 from Figure 2.6, if an instance 84 is chosen to be
mutated with 94 the resultant path individual would be 1-12-42-64-94-95-100.
The genetic algorithm evolves over generations repeating the operations, until
convergence is met. Until then, the population selection, crossover, and mutation
will be performed in repetition. The basic skeleton of a genetic algorithm can be
represented with the following steps:
1. Set encoding and initialize population
2. Evaluate the fitness of all the chromosomes in the population
3. Select new population
4. Perform selection operation
5. Perform crossover operation on the parents selected
6. Perform mutation operation
7. Check for convergence, if convergence is met stop the algorithm by returning
the best path. If not replace the new population and repeat from evaluating
fitness(2), until convergence is met.
2.5 Improved Genetic Algorithm(IGA)
Over the years, many improvements have been proposed in implementing GA in
optimal ways. Many improved traditional evolutionary algorithms are proposed over
the years with enhancing the results by their optimal performance[25], [41], [34].In this
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research, an Improved Genetic Algorithm(IGA)[25] is used as one of the methods in
this thesis work, for robot path planning. In this IGA, the author proposed changes to
a genetic algorithm where the initial population is aided with an obstacle avoidance
algorithm[26]. Then, the probabilities of selection and mutation are calculated as
per the fitness values of the chromosomes[24]. Apart from the traditional genetic
operators, refinement and deletion operations are performed for further refining of
the optimal solution. Each of these steps are described in detail in the below section.
Robot Path Planing with IGA
• Step 1: Initialize population with obstacle avoidance[26]
Almost for all the genetic algorithms, the initial population is generated ran-
domly with paths. There can be a possibility of the population to include
infeasible paths in it. Even though genetic operators can rectify these paths
further later in steps, it can cause additional work or lead to a non-potential
chromosome. Also in some cases a penalty term would be added to fitness to
identify and filter the infeasible paths from feasible ones, which adds additional
time to the method which is avoided in this method. Applying crossover and
mutation to these paths would lead to feasible ones. In the IGA[25], the au-
thor included an obstacle avoidance algorithm (OAA). This method could be
explained with the help of the example in Figure 2.7. X is the source, Y is the
destination in the example grid and O is the obstacle area. The free grid cell
chosen in the steps every iteration is denoted by J .
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Figure 2.7: Obstacle avoidance[26]
– Step 1: Join the source X and the destination Y
– Step 2: If an obstacle area O is intersected by the path joining XY or
XJY then continue to step 3; if not output the path XY or XJY as the
obstacle free path and terminate
– Step 3: Select a grid cell from the obstacle area O randomly and then a
line is dropped radial to XY . If the intersect falls in nearest free space,
select a grid cell, let that be J ; otherwise go to step 2 and select a different
obstacle to drop the radial.
– Step 4: Now connect the grid cells XJ and Y J
– Step 5: Repeat steps 2 to 4 until there are no obstacles intersect the path
from from X to Y
– Step 6: join the grid cells with from X to Y through J to form a collision-
free path
In the above Figure 2.7(a) the example shows that the path joining x and Y
intersects obstacles. So a radial is drawn from the obstacle area O to the nearest
free cell J and XJ and JY are joined. The resultant path also has obstacles
as shown in Figure 2.7(b) with the help of a dotted line representing the new
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path after joining XJY . The Step 2 is repeated and the nearest free space from
the new obstacle cell O is found and the J is connected as XY J . There are
no obstacles in the new path found in Figure 2.7(b). Hence it is output as the
obstacle free path.
• Step 2: Calculate fitness
The fitness of the generated population without infeasible paths is calculated
by the function
f(xi) = Length(xi) (2.5)
where, i= 1, 2, 3, ...M (M is the size of the population), xi is an individual
chromosome in the population, Length(xi) is the sum of the distance between
the grid cells of the individual chromosome. The distance between two grid cells
(nodes) is calculated with the Equation 3.1.
• Step 3: Calculate the probabilities of crossover and mutation[24]
The probability of crossover and mutation are not maintained constant but
are applied as per the fuzzy-logic proposed in the paper [24]. The main rea-
son behind using this is to get the best probability of mutation and crossover
over multiple generations. The look up values for probability of crossover and
mutation are in Figure 2.8 and Figure 2.9 respectively.
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Figure 2.8: Probability crossover look-up[24]
Figure 2.9: Probability mutation look-up[24]
In general, in statistics two quantities can be used to predict the characteristics
of a data comprehensively which is mean and variance. Similarly the average
fitness and the standard deviation of a generation are used to select the look
up values for crossover and mutation.
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where, M is the population size, xi is an individual chromosome in the popu-








where, M is the population size, xi is an individual chromosome in the popula-
tion and f(xi) is the fitness of each (i=1,2...,M), favg(k) is the average fitness
of the generation k.
The above two variables can not determine the trend of the evolution process.
Hence, Two consecutive generation are selected as inputs to the fizzy controller
with change in average 4favg(k) fitness and standard deviation 4σ(k). The
values are calibrated as the difference between two consecutive generations, the
previous generation (k − 1) and the current generation k.
4favg(k) = favg(k − 1)− favg(k) (2.8)
4σ(k) = σ(k − 1)− σ(k) (2.9)
To pick up the values of probability of crossover and probability of mutation the
above two equations Equation 2.8 and Equation 2.9 are used which calculate
the difference between two consecutive generations to decide the values for the
next generation.
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For every new generation these values are updated
Pc(k + 1) = Pc(k) +4Pc(k + 1) (2.10)
Pm(k + 1) = Pm(k) +4Pm(k + 1) (2.11)
Where, Pc is probability of crossover and Pm is probability of mutation.
• Step 4: Selection operation.
In this research, roulette wheel selection method is used.
• Step 5: Apply crossover and mutation operations[26]
– Common node: This is similar to single point crossover discussed in
genetic algorithm. A common node is selected, and the nodes after it are
swapped in both the parents. If the offspring is the same as the parent,
then it is discarded.
– Potential node: Potential node is present in only one of the parents.
This node could be inserted in between two connecting nodes of the other
parent and the path is interchanged after the potential node.
– Interconnected node:Interconnected node are two different nodes be-
longing to one parent each. These two nodes can be connected together
directly and crossover is made at such point. The resulting paths have
both the interconnected nodes in both the off springs generated.
• Step 6: Apply refinement and deletion operations[6]. These operators further
reduce any redundancies in the off-spring paths. If a path consists of two distant
nodes which can be connected without an obstacle, the nodes between them are
redundant and can be removed. Therefore this step reduces the chromosome
length further.
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• Step 7: Check the convergence condition if yes, terminate and output the near
optimal path if no, go to step 2 with next generation
This IGA could be called a hybrid algorithm as it adapts the controlled crossover
and mutation probabilities[24] to combine with a GA variant[26], which is specifically
designed for optimum path planning of mobile robots. In this research, we are going
to use the IGA and MMAS in robot path planning which we would discuss in the
next chapter.
ACO and its variant are popular in solving problems like TSP. It can be categorized
as NP-hard routing problem. MMAS is applied in solving path planning problems
in different types pf maps of which grid environments are few. The evolutionary
algorithms, when combined with additional feature, have improved performance as
proposed by many authors[9][8]. The hybrid algorithms have proven to be effective,
smart path addition in ACO-GA in topological maps [8] improved the performance
time. IGA discussed in this section is an improved GA from two approaches[24],[26]
proposed by the author Qing Li et,al have demonstrated a noticeable performance
betterment. IGA discussed above has combined the controlled fuzzy logic and the
genetic operators and MMAS being its best kind of optimizing path solving method,
both of these would be strong performers for this research work.
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Chapter 3
Environment Modelling and Path
Planning with IGA-MMAS and
MMAS-IGA
In this chapter we discuss, the modeling of the environment for the path planning,
the methods used for creating the abstract environment, the path planning methods
IGA-MMAS and MMAS-IGA in detail.
3.1 Robot Environment Modelling
In robot path planning, modeling the environment representation for the robot motion
is a crucial part. It represents the whole scenario of the problem. In real-world
applications, an actual physical space is an environment to explore for the robot, and
an abstract for the environment is modeled for the path planning algorithm. In short,
mapping the physical space to abstract representation constitutes the environment
modeling.
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3.2 Grid Modelling Methods
In Section 2.1.3 grid representation is explained through an example grid. This thesis
work uses grid method for establishing the environment abstract space to simulate
the actual working space of a robot. This simplifies the representation of space into
divided cells called grids, which can make the calculations and obstacle boundary
representation accommodating. The size of the grid impacts the accuracy of the
representation, storage, and search space of the algorithm. Smaller grids better the
obstacle configuration with accuracy. Large size grids in path planning can occupy
more space and time as per the system configurations. We use two methods for the
grid:
• Grid series(number) method: In the grid number method, a series of num-
bers from 1 to n is given to the grid cells each of equal size. The numbering is
assigned from the bottom left corner of the gird to the top right corner of the
grid environment. The range of series starts with 1 and ends with the highest
number in the grid size, which could vary from the size of the grid(10*10 is 100,
20*20 is 400, etc.). An example of grid series representation is shown in Figure
2.1
• Rectangular coordinate method: As the method name indicates, each grid
cell has a coordinate notation of its space. In a two-dimension space, the grid
cells are notated as (x, y) where the center of the grid cell gives it exact coor-
dinate. For instance, in Figure 2.1, the grid cell one is represented as per the
x-axis and y-axis values, which is (0.5,0.5).
The distance between two grid cells ga and gb in a grid Gx∗y is given as
Distance(ga, gb) =
√
[xa − xb]2 + [ya − yb]2 (3.1)
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where, G is the grid,
x is the x-coordinate size and y is the y-coordinate size,
ga is represented as (xa, ya) the x and y values of the grid cell ga,
gb is represented as (xb, yb) the x and y values of the grid cell gb.
In this thesis, we use both the methods to facilitate MMAS and IGA. Gird series are
used for encoding the population chromosomes and representing the path. Coordi-
nates are used for calculating the distance for fitness and path length determination.
In a two-dimensional graph, there could be any number of obstacles, and we demon-
strate it with different percentage of obstacles in the experiments section. The grids
with no obstacles are called obstacle-free grids which has all the cells visible and not
shaded, and grids with obstacles are colored dark in the maps to show the difference
between a free cell and an occupied cell. This research will be conducted on static
grid maps, where the position of obstacles is unaltered during the robot navigation.
3.3 Path Planning With IGA-MMAS and MMAS-
IGA
After modeling the environment for robot navigation, the grid methods are used to
generate the series and mark the grid cells. For the path planning problem, we require
a source and a destination to be established in the first place. The robot navigates
from the source to destination with a safe collision free path avoiding the obsta-
cles. In this thesis, the experiments are conducted accommodating two evolutionary
approaches which are feasible for path plainning in a grid with MMAS and IGA
methods. In the case of MMAS-IGA, with MMAS method the ants plan a path from
source to a destination followed by IGA finding the best solution. In IGA-MMAS
the ants plan path with the paths IGA evolves through some generations and sends
them to MMAS. In both the cases, the obstacles remain static, and the environment
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is known. Once the method is implemented after deciding the source, destination,
and the obstacles, the robot navigation outputs the near optimal path through path
planning.
3.4 Robot Path Planning with IGA-MMAS
Genetic algorithm and Max-Min Ant System are two popular evolutionary algorithms.
Both algorithms have minor drawbacks individually. The genetic algorithm does not
have any feedback in the method which can cause redundancy in its iterations, and
this could effect its efficiency. IGA algorithm evolves over time with rapid global
search and best fitting nearl optimal solutions. Likewise, MMAS iterates to converge
at a near optimal path with pheromone update and distributive parallelism. But
initially, all the path pheromones are equal, which equates it to a greedy algorithm.
To better the algorithm functioning in robot path planning, this thesis proposes a
combination of Improved Genetic Algorithm (IGA) [25] with Max-Min Ant System
(MMAS) utilizing their fast iteration convergence and positive feedback nature re-
spectively. Thus, an effective algorithm could be applied to robot path planning.
IGA-MMAS begins with selection of source grid, destination grid and obstacles.
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Figure 3.1: IGA-MMAS work flow design
The workflow skeleton in IGA-MMAS is shown in Figure 3.1. The method works
by first applying IGA with Obstacle Avoidance Algorithm (OAA), then generates
feasible populations for some generations and passes it to MMAS for pheromone
initialization of those paths to explore the optimal best. IGA first sets digital encoding
and generates an initial population with obstacle avoidance. This would be followed
by genetic operations, refinement, and deletion. After some generations, it is passed
to MMAS and pheromone values are initialized for finding the best path through
iterations. IGA-MMAS follows the following steps for path planning in the grid map:
Step 1: We set encoding for the chromosomes(population), each candidate is repre-
sented as a series of grid numbers. The initial population is generated using
obstacle avoidance algorithm as discussed in Chapter 2 improved genetic al-
gorithm. These paths would all be obstacle-free feasible paths.
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Step 2: Fitness is calculated for each path candidate in the population. As per the
fitness value, a roulette wheel selection method is used to choose the best
fitting population for the generation. The selected paths are considered to
be the fittest among the population candidates.
Step 3: The probability of crossover for IGA is determined for each generation and
then be given for the crossover rate from referring to the crossover look-up Fig-
ure 2.8. Three crossover operations common node crossover, potential node
crossover, interconnected node crossover are possibly performed depending
on the parent chromosomes chosen. If the parents do not fall under any of
the three crossover categories, the crossover is not performed.
Step 4: The probability of mutation for each generation is calculated, and the value
of the mutation rate is chosen from the mutation look-up in Figure 2.9. The
mutation is performed on the two parents chosen for an off-spring generation.
Step 5: After genetic operations refinement and deletion operations are performed
which remove the nodes which could be deleted with a direct joining node.
The non-continuous nodes with obstacle free connections could be free of
redundancies in off-springs.
Step 6: Repeat Step 2 to Step 5 until N generations, and a set of fit chromosomes
(paths) are generated.
Step 7: Top m path population from IGA are forwarded to MMAS. MMAS initializes
the pheromone for those paths generated in the grid environment, updating
its best so far global pheromone and local pheromone. The ants are placed
at the source.
Step 8: Each ant moves to the next grid using state transition rule, and this step is
repeated until the ants reach the destination grid.
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Step 9: The local pheromone is updated by the best ant after paths are constructed.
Step 10: Repeat step 8 and 9 until all the ants in the grid complete their path to
the destination grid. The pheromone values of the paths falling under the
minimum value range are assigned to τmin value and the pheromone values
exceeding the maximum value are assigned with τmax value after path con-
struction.
Step 11: The ants placed in source grid. Repeat step 8 to 10 until the convergence is
met for the required iterations.
Step 12: Output the near optimal path and terminate.
3.5 Robot Path Planning with MMAS-IGA
IGA-MMAS algorithm introduced in the above section 3.4 performs IGA and MMAS
in two stages, respectively. In this section, Max-Min Ant System with Improved
Genetic Algorithm (MMAS-IGA), we will integrate into a solution of ant colony
optimization algorithm with genetic operations of the IGA. This algorithm focuses
on MMAS framework and then integrates IGA with the intermediate solution flow.
The crossover operation in the IGA is introduced into selected path individuals from
MMAS, which can increase the diversity of the solution and speed up the problem-
solving speed. The workflow of the method is presented in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: MMAS-IGA work flow design
MMAS-IGA follows the following steps for path planning in the grid map:
Step 1: Initialize parameters of max-min ant system. All the ants are placed in the
source grid selected.
Step 2: Each ant moves to the next grid choosing its next probability move using
state transition rule.
Step 3: Repeat Step2 until the ant constructs a complete path to the goal grid se-
lected, and then the local pheromone is updated.
Step 4: Repeat Step2 and Step3 until all the ants construct a complete path reaching
the goal grid.
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Step 5: update the global pheromone with iteration best or global best within the τmin
and τmax range of the pheromones. The pheromone values of the paths falling
under the minimum value range are assigned to τmin value and the pheromone
values exceeding the maximum value are assigned with τmax value after path
construction.
Step 6: Put the ants in the source grid and repeat step 2 to step 5 until N iterations.
After N iterations send the m MMAS paths collected to IGA.
Step 7: Perform the selection over the paths generated in MMAS iterations and pass
them for the crossover operation.
Step 8: The crossover on the population is performed with a crossover rate from
the look-up table by randomly selecting two parents from the paths with a
probability as per their fitness in this generation. The parents should have
either the common node, potential node, or an interconnected node if not
crossover is not performed.
Step 9: IGA then performs a mutation with a mutation rate selected from the look-up
table for better quality off-springs.
Step 10: Refinement and deletion operations are performed for reducing the redun-
dancy. In this, we remove the nodes which could be deleted with a direct
joining node. So that, non-continuous nodes with obstacle free connections
could be free of redundancies in off-springs.
Step 11: If convergence is met, the global pheromone is updated, and output the near
optimal path. if not, the new population proceeds for the next generation
with the path input as the off-springs of the current generation.
Step 12: Repeat the steps 8 to 11 until the convergence met, output the near optimal
path and terminate.
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In the next chapter, experiments with IGA-MMAS and MMAS-IGA will be pre-
sented with robot path planning. These experiments are conducted in various grid




In this chapter, experiments are conducted in grid environment with the path plan-
ning methods MMAS-IGA and IGA-MMAS. Initially the simulation settings and the
components are discussed followed by the experiments. Each experiment is discussed
with the results followed by graph plots. Different grid environments of sizes 10*10,
15*15, 20*20 and 40*40 are used in the robot path planning experiments. Each size
of grid map in three different map settings of obstacles are used in the setup. A
comparison experiments of MMAS-IGA and IGA-MMAS with GA-ACO[46] are con-
ducted to verify the results of the three methods and graphs of time taken and path
length are plotted. Followed by the set of experiments, a conclusion of the details in
each of these sets are discussed.
4.1 Simulation Components
In this thesis work, the simulation experiments are done using the MATLAB envi-
ronment. MATLAB environment is used on Windows 64-bit Operating System with
8GB RAM and i7 processor. The MATLAB environment and the source file list of the
implementation used in this work are shown in the Figure 4.1 and Table 4.1 below.
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Figure 4.1: Simulation components
generateParams.m Parameter initialzation for MMAS and IGA
mainMMAS.m Robot path planning with MMAS implemen-
tation
AuxMMAS Folder with MMAS operations MMAS ini-
tialization from IGA, trial limits,distance
matrix, optimize path recursion etc.
mainGA.m Robot Path planning with IGA implementa-
tion
GeneticAlgorithmOps Folder with GA operations calculate fit-
ness,selection, crossover, mutation, refine-
ment, deletion and path deconstruction op-
erations
mainHybrid.m MMAS-IGA and IGA-MMAS ordering oper-
ations
Table 4.1: Source file list
In the next section, the set of maps generated for the experiments are illustrated,
followed by the experiments.
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4.2 Maps Used in Experiments
In this thesis work, the experiments of robot path planning are conducted in a grid
environment. The experiments are divided into five sets. Set-1 experiments are with
10*10 grid in three different maps map1, map2, and map3. Set-2 experiments are
with 15*15 grid in three different maps map1, map2, and map3. Set-3 experiments
are with 20*20 grid in three different maps map1, map2, and map3. Set-4 experi-
ments are with 40*40 grid in three different maps map1, map2, and map3. In the
maps map1, map2 and map3 of each set the obstacles are placed in such a way that
they block the straight path from a source to destination with different positions in
each of the maps. In set-1, set-2, set-3, and set-4 experiments, the methods MMAS-
IGA and IGA-MMAS are implemented on map1,map2, and map3 in each of the sets,
and the results are compared. In the set-5 experiments, comparison experiments are
presented on grid 10*10 and 20*20 in comparing the MMAS-IGA and IGA-MMAS
methods with GA-ACO. In set-1, set-2, set-3, and set-4 the performance comparison
of the main methods of this thesis is presented in different maps of each size. So, in
set-5 experiments we use a similar map to implement IGA-MMAS, MMAS-IGA and
GA-ACO to be compared. Below are the maps generated for the experiments. In
the maps below in each grid, the grey colored grid represents, it is occupied by an
obstacle, the blue spherical shape indicates the source selected, the green rhombus
indicates the target selected and the remaining are the free grids.
• Set-1 Experiment maps:
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Figure 4.2: Map1: 10*10 Grid environment
Figure 4.3: Map2: 10*10 Grid environment
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Figure 4.4: Map3: 10*10 Grid environment
• Set-2 Experiment maps:
Figure 4.5: Map1: 15*15 Grid environment
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Figure 4.6: Map2: 15*15 Grid environment
Figure 4.7: Map3: 15*15 Grid environment
• Set-3 Experiment maps:
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Figure 4.8: Map1: 20*20 Grid environment
Figure 4.9: Map2: 20*20 Grid environment
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Figure 4.10: Map3: 20*20 Grid environment
• Set-4 Experiment maps:
Figure 4.11: Map1: 40*40 Grid environment
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Figure 4.12: Map2: 40*40 Grid environment
Figure 4.13: Map3: 40*40 Grid environment
• Set-5 Experiment maps: These maps are used in comparison experiments
of MMAS-IGA, IGA-MMAS with GA-ACO.
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Figure 4.14: Map1: 10*10 Grid environment
Figure 4.15: Map1: 20*20 Grid environment
In the next section, the maps generated above are used to find the near optimal
path between the source grid and the destination grid.
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4.3 Simulation Experiments
In this section, we demonstrate the experiments conducted on 10*10, 15*15, 20*20,
and 40*40 grid size environments. The obstacles differ in position in the maps map1,
map2, and map3 of each set of experiments. Each of these environments will be
implemented on with both MMAS-IGA and IGA-MMAS methods for robot path
planning. These resulting paths will be discussed at the end of each set of experiments
for individual algorithms. In the end, the comparison experiments with GA-ACO are
performed in set-5, and a summary of the results is discussed.
4.3.1 Experiments set-1
Figure 4.16: 10*10 Grid environment after (near)optimal path found with MMAS-
IGA in a. Map1, b. Map2, c. Map3
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The first set of experiments are simulated in a 10*10 grid environment. In the above
Figure 4.16, three 10*10 grid maps with different environment obstacles are used to
find the near optimal path with robot path planning. Figure 4.16 shows the near
optimal paths found using MMAS-IGA. Each grid environment is set in a way that
the source and destination when are connected in a straight line are interrupted by
a number of obstacles. The obstacles may or may not exactly interrupt the path
connecting them. In Figure 4.16a there is an obstacle interrupting the straight path
between source and destination, in Figure 4.16b an obstacle is blocking the diagonal
path to the source, and in Figure 4.16c a differently positioned obstacle is blocking the
diagonal path to the destination. Path planning enables finding a near optimal path
avoiding these obstacles to connect the source and destination. The near optimal path
lengths in the grids in Figure 4.16a, Figure 4.16b, and Figure 4.16c are 9.0711,9.0711,
and 9.0711 with the varying time taken of 2.6269s, 3.173s, and 3.8897s respectively.
This indicates that the near optimal path length found in all the three grid maps
using MMAS-IGA is the same. The results of path length and time are plotted in a
graph, as shown in Figure 4.17 and Figure 4.18.
Figure 4.17: Path length plot of MMAS-IGA set-1 experiments
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Figure 4.18: Time plot of MMAS-IGA set-1 experiments
Figure 4.19: 10*10 Grid environment after (near)optimal path found with IGA-
MMAS in a. Map1, b. Map2, c. Map3
Figure 4.19 shows 10*10 grid maps with a similar environment set up as of Fig-
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ure 4.16. In this setup, the near optimal path is found using IGA-MMAS. In this
set-1 experiments with IGA-MMAS shown in Figure 4.19, IGA initially applies the
obstacle avoidance algorithm where the path intersecting the obstacles is rerouted to
the next available free space around the obstacles, and then the genetic operations
are performed and MMAS results the best path from source to destination. The near
optimal path lengths in Figure 4.19a, Figure 4.19b, and Figure 4.19.c are 9.0711,
9.0711, and 9.0711 with the varying time taken of 13.3146s, 10.6434s, and 10.523s
respectively. The results path length and time are plotted in the graph shown in
Figure 4.20 and Figure 4.21.
Figure 4.20: Path length plot of IGA-MMAS set-1 experiments
Figure 4.21: Time plot of IGA-MMAS set-1 experiments
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The result of set-1 experiments is tabulated below in Table 4.2. A brief look at the
path length and time, indicate that the time consumed by the hybrid IGA-MMAS
is comparatively higher than the time consumed by MMAS-IGA. Even so, both the
hybrid algorithms result in a similar near optimal path length with a difference in
time consumption.
Map MMAS-IGA IGA-MMAS
Path Length Time(s) Path Length Time(s)
Map1 9.0711 2.6269 9.0711 13.3146
Map2 9.0711 3.173 9.0711 10.6434
Map3 9.0711 3.8897 9.0711 10.523




Figure 4.22: 15*15 Grid environment after (near)optimal path found with MMAS-
IGA in a. Map1, b. Map2, c. Map3
The second set of experiments are conducted on a 15*15 grid environment modeled
with different obstacle locations in each of the three maps. This experiment using
MMAS-IGA is to find the near optimal path from the source to destination identifying
the free space cells that connect the shortest path leading to the destination. In Figure
4.22, MMAS method is applied first, where the pheromone values are initiated. 15
ants are used in this experiment for the MMAS, and the iterations are restricted to less
than the number of ants in order to let the IGA determine the best possible solution.
IGA then selects from the paths collected from MMAS iterations and outputs the near
optimal path found. In the above grids in Figure 4.22a, Figure 4.22b, and Figure 4.22c
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have the near optimal path lengths of 15.1421,15.1421, and 15.3137 with time 8.7783s,
11.1651s, and 13.834s respectively. The time taken for each of the grid environments
in finding the near optimal path is more for the higher number of obstacle grids. The
below graphs Figure 4.23 and Figure 4.24 shows the results of path length and time
for set-2 MMAS-IGA experiments.
Figure 4.23: Path length plot of MMAS-IGA set-2 experiments
Figure 4.24: Time plot of MMAS-IGA set-2 experiments
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Figure 4.25: 15*15 Grid environment after (near)optimal path found with IGA-
MMAS in a. Map1, b. Map2, c. Map3
IGA-MMAS is used in the second half of set-2 experiments. We can see from
Figure 4.22, and Figure 4.25, which have same environments in the map1,map2, and
map3 produce different paths in IGA-MMAS than that of MMAS-IGA. The near
optimal path lengths for map1, map2, and map3 are 15.1421, 15.7279, and 15.3137
with time 7.6501s, 17.16514s, and 23.4902s, respectively. This shows that there can
me more than one near optimal path many with the same path length. In this
method, IGA-MMAS shows improved time for a less complex grid environment when
compared to MMAS-IGA but, eventually had increase in time when the experiment
maps had a higher number of obstacles in the grid. This can be seen in the graph
plotted in Figure 4.27.
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Figure 4.26: Path length plot of IGA-MMAS set-2 experiments
Figure 4.27: Time plot of IGA-MMAS set-2 experiments
Map MMAS-IGA IGA-MMAS
Path Length Time(s) Path Length Time(s)
Map1 15.1421 8.7783 15.1421 7.6501
Map2 15.1421 11.1651 15.7279 17.16514
Map3 15.3137 13.834 15.3137 23.4902
Table 4.3: 15*15 Grid path planning values of set-2 experiments with MMAS-IGA
and IGA-MMAS
The values from the set-2 experiments show that the MMAS-IGA algorithm per-




Figure 4.28: 20*20 Grid environment after (near)optimal path found with MMAS-
IGA in a. Map1, b. Map2, c. Map3
In this set of experiments, we use 20*20 grid map simulations. MMAS-IGA uses 20
number of ants in this experiment set up. Through this process, the iteration best or
the global best paths collected are sent collectively to the IGA. IGA skips the step
of obstacle avoidance algorithm as the paths produced from MMAS are collision-
free. The paths are crossed over and mutated with calculated probabilities with each
generation, and the near optimal path is generated. In Figure 4.22a, the number
of obstacles is lesser than in map2, and the near optimal path length from source
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to destination is 23.799 in time 24.7692s. The grid in Figure 4.22b has destination
behind the obstacle avoiding a direct path which is traversed around with the shortest
path length of 24.3848 in time 25.7379s. The third grid has obstacles further tightened
and resulted in a near optimal path with length 25.5563 in time 27.8559. The graphs
plotted in Figure 4.29 and Figure 4.30 for the above Figure 4.28, shows that the time
taken for the maps is inclined with an increase in the number of obstacles.
Figure 4.29: Path length plot of MMAS-IGA set-3 experiments
Figure 4.30: Time plot of MMAS-IGA set-3 experiments
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Figure 4.31: 20*20 Grid environment after (near)optimal path found with IGA-
MMAS in a. Map1, b. Map2, c. Map3
IGA-MMAS method generated paths different from that of MMAS-IGA in map1
and map2 of Figure 4.28.The path lenght of map1 in MMAS-IGA is better than that
of IGA-MMAS. The end result of the near optimal path length is similar to that of
map2 and map3 of Figure 4.28. IGA-MMAS has stabilization in retaining the optimal
path length. In this method, as the number of obstacles increases the time taken will
be affected. The obstacle avoidance algorithm tries to find all the obstacle-free paths
initially, which can cost some time when compared to that of MMAS-IGA. This effect
can be seen in the time taken graph plotted in Figure 4.32 and Figure 4.33.
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Figure 4.32: Path length plot of IGA-MMAS set-3 experiments
Figure 4.33: Time plot of IGA-MMAS set-3 experiments
Grid environments 20*20 When compared to 10*10 and 15*15 grid environment,
IGA-MMAS has a noticeable increase in the time consumed in finding the near op-
timal path with an increase in obstacles. This can motivate us for safely saying
MMAS-IGA to be the better performing with obstacle intensity than that of IGA-
MMAS method.
From Table 4.4, MMAS-IGA generated the near optimal path length in map1 among
both the algorithms with better time performance. The next set of experiments help
in determining the comparison of the two algorithms, MMAS-IGA, and IGA-MMAS
for varying grid size.
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Map MMAS-IGA IGA-MMAS
Path Length Time(s) Path Length Time(s)
Map1 23.799 24.7692 24.3848 36.4504
Map2 24.3848 25.7379 24.3848 49.4504
Map3 25.5563 44.5559 25.5563 54.4924
Table 4.4: 20*20 Grid path planning values of set-3 experiments with MMAS-IGA
and IGA-MMAS
4.3.4 Experiments set-4
Figure 4.34: 40*40 Grid environment after (near)optimal path found with MMAS-
IGA in a. Map1, b. Map2, c. Map3
The first half of this set of experiments is to find the near-optimal path in 40*40 grid
environment using MMAS-IGA. Using MMAS ants are initiated in the grid source.
The obstacles are placed in each of the three grid maps at different positions from
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source and destination. As the size of the grid increased, the increase in time can
be noticed. Map1 found the near optimal path of length 53.4264 in time 417.4125s.
The near-optimal path length of map2 is 47.0122 in time 424.9228s, and that of map3
is 37.6274 in time 319.1557s. The number of path inputs from MMAS to IGA are
higher in this grid size. At each generation of IGA, multiple child chromosomes are
generated with paths to find the best near optimal path.
Figure 4.35: Path length plot of MMAS-IGA set-4 experiments
Figure 4.36: Time plot of MMAS-IGA set-4 experiments
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Figure 4.37: 40*40 Grid environment after (near)optimal path found with IGA-
MMAS in a. Map1, b. Map2, c. Map3
IGA-MMAS has near optimal paths with different path lengths when compared
to that of MMAS-IGA in Figure 4.34. To be precise, the near optimal path length
is higher in IGA-MMAS for map1 and map2. This leads us to a summary where
MMAS-IGA stands better in the two-hybrid algorithms as the graph plotted below
is showing a drastic time increase as well in Figure 4.36.
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Figure 4.38: Path length plot of IGA-MMAS set-41 experiments
Figure 4.39: Time plot of IGA-MMAS set-4 experiments
Map MMAS-IGA IGA-MMAS
Path Length Time(s) Path Length Time(s)
Map 1 53.4264 476.2131 55.4264 601.2745
Map 2 47.0122 489.0077 47.0122 651.2002
Map 3 37.6274 405.6307 38.6274 666.4602
Table 4.5: 40*40 Grid path planning values of set-4 experiments with MMAS-IGA
and IGA-MMAS
Set-1 to set-4 experiments are focusing on the results of MMAS-IGA and IGA-
MMAS on similar grid environments in three different maps map1, map2, and map3 in
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each set. In the next set of experiments, we compare the hybrid algorithms MMAS-
IGA, IGA-MMAS, and GA-ACO, which is a hybrid of the traditional approaches.
From the above set of experimental results, we summarize MMAS-IGA robot path
planning has performed with improved path length and better time factor when com-
pared with IGA-MMAS. Even though in most of the cases the near optimal path
length obtained is similar for MMAS-IGA and IGA-MMAS in some cases the MMAS-
IGA had near optimal path lengths lesser than that of IGA-MMAS and also the time
taken for MMAS-IGA is lesser than that of IGA-MMAS. In the set-4 experiments
there is a vast difference in the time taken than that of set-1 to set-3 experiments.
This is because the IGA method has a OOA method which takes time in deducing
the obstacle free paths for each scenario of the population followed by three cross over
operations this is adding more time with the increases size of the maps. An impro-
visation could be added to reduce this time as a part of future work in complicated
maps.
4.3.5 Experiments set-5
In this section above, set-1, set-2, set-3, and set-4 experiments demonstrated the
performance of MMAS-IGA and IGA-MMAS in comparison to path length and time.
It can be safely said that MMAS-IGA outperforms IGA-MMAS with respect to the
time taken and also the path length in some cases. In this set of experiments the
methods IGA-MMAS, MMAS-IGA are to be compared with a proposed method GA-
ACO[46] which has better performance than the traditional GA and ACO algorithms.
In this experiment, we experiment in maps of 10*10 and 20*20 grid sizes and compare
the results.
In the first experiment, we use a 10*10 grid and perform robot path planning using
MMAS-IGA, IGA-MMAS, and GA-ACO. In this 10*10 map, the grid has complex
obstacles, the source is the bottom left corner((1,1), and the destination is the top
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right corner(10,10). Figure 4.40 shows the three maps generating the near optimal
path from source to destination. MMAS-IGA generated a path length of 13.8995,
IGA-MMAS also generated the same near-optimal path length of 13.8995 and GA-
ACO has a path length of 14.8859.
Figure 4.40: 10*10 Grid environment after (near)optimal path found with a. MMAS-
IGA, b. IGA-MMAS and c. GA-ACO




Table 4.6: 10*10 Grid path planning values of set-5 comparison experiment with
MMAS-IGA, IGA-MMAS and GA-ACO
From the above Table 4.6, it can be seen that the GA-ACO takes lesser time but
has a larger path length when compared to that of MMAS-IGA and IGA-MMAS.
One of the key aspects of path planning is to find the best path (shortest) in length.
Amongst MMAS-IGA and IGA-MMAS the method with less time consumption is
MMAS-IGA.
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Figure 4.41: Path length plot of 10*10 grid with MMAS-IGA,IGA-MMAS and GA-
ACO
Figure 4.42: Time plot of 10*10 grid with MMAS-IGA,IGA-MMAS and GA-ACO
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Figure 4.43: 20*20 Grid environment after (near)optimal path found with a. MMAS-
IGA, b. IGA-MMAS and c. GA-ACO
To compare the performance of the two-hybrid methods, MMAS-IGA and IGA-
MMAS are compared to GA-ACO. All three methods are simulated in a 20*20 static
grid environment with a similar map. Each of these methods is applied to find the
near optimal path from the source to destination, which is the bottom right corner of
the grid (20,1) and top left corner of the grid (1,20). Figure 4.43 shows that MMAS-
IGA and IGA-MMAS have generated a similar near optimal path with a path length
28.627, and GA-ACO has generated a near optimal path length of 29.038. The results
of the three experiments are plotted in Figure 4.44 and Figure 4.45.




Table 4.7: 20*20 Grid path planning values of set-5 comparison experiment with
MMAS-IGA, IGA-MMAS and GA-ACO
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Figure 4.44: Path length plot of 20*20 grid with MMAS-IGA,IGA-MMAS and GA-
ACO
Figure 4.45: Time plot of 20*20 grid with MMAS-IGA,IGA-MMAS and GA-ACO
From the set-5 experiment results, MMAS-IGA generated the shortest path length
with a better time than IGA-MMAS among the three hybrid algorithms. The search
space of MMAS-IGA and IGA-MMAS are improved than that of traditional evolu-
tionary approaches.
We conducted five different sets of experiments with MMAS-IGA and IGA-MMAS,
demonstrating the performance in different grid environments. The main focus of this
research is to compare both the hybrid methods MMAS-IGA and IGA-MMAS to ver-
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ify their results. From Table 4.1, Table 4.2, Table 4.3, Table 4.4 and Table 4.5, we
can say that MMAS-IGA and IGA-MMAS have similar optimal path generating ca-
pabilities. MMAS-IGA has the better result in the shortest path length and less time
consumption in the two. Also, from set-5 experiments, MMAS-IGA has better path
length than GA-ACO. Hence MMAS-IGA has the better path length than the other
two methods with improved path length.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future Work
This thesis is focused on two robot path planning methods MMAS-IGA and IGA-
MMAS. Both the methods MMAS and IGA are enhancements of traditional evolu-
tionary approaches of Ant Colony Optimization and Genetic Algorithm. below is the
focus list through this thesis work.
• Robot path planning is performed in a simulated grid environment modeled
using the grid method. Grid series method and the rectangular method is used
in simulating grid cells of equal size with free cells and obstacle cells. The
source grid and the destination grid are selected and then robot path planning
is performed to find the near optimal path connecting them.
• Two algorithms max-min ant system and improved genetic algorithm are com-
bined as two different methods to implement robot path planning. Improve-
ments have been made to IGA in order to combine it with MMAS applying
path deconstruction for a continuous path. Modification is made to obstacle
avoidance algorithm to traverse in both left and right directions to not restrict
the path construction.
• Experiments are conducted in 4 different kinds of static environments with dif-
ferent maps in each for finding the near optimal path and verifying the methods
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MMAS-IGA and IGA-MMAS.
• With the usage of maps of larger size, the search space quality remains good,
whereas the time increases drastically with large scale maps.
Apart from the results acheived in this work, there can be a direction in future
work including,
• Implementing robot path planning with MMAS-IGA and IGA-MMAS in dy-
namic environments and also in real time experiments
• Extending the work to large scale platform scaling
• Reducing the time complexity for IGA-MMAS as the time rapidly increases
with an increase in grid size
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• AI : Artificial Intelligence
• AS : Ant System
• ACO : Ant Colony Optimization
• TSP : Travelling Sales Problem
• MMAS : Max-Min Ant System
• GA : Genetic Algorithm
• IGA : Improved Genetic Algorithm
• OAA : Obstacle Avoidance Algorithm
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